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ABSTRACT

A detailed inventory of high level and long lived waste packages was established to perform studies for the
feasibility of an underground repository. This inventory takes into account existing conditioned waste,
unconditioned waste and arisings generated by existing facilities. Grouping of waste package sorts in package
types is done regarding relevant characteristics that determine the design of disposal vaults. The radiological
content of each package type is derived from calculations of nuclear interactions inside the reactors, from the
distribution of the nuclides in the different package types; it is cross-checked with available data on waste sorts.
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1- INTRODUCTION

Feasibility studies for a deep geological facility for high level and long lived radioactive waste rely on
knowledge of the waste inventory to be taken into account. This inventory includes waste that is already
conditioned, and also waste that is produced but is not conditioned. Waste production forecast must also be
considered with different assumptions about the possible evolution of fuel in the future and of spent fuel
management options. Therefore the inventory includes a large variety of waste sorts : existing waste sorts and
future waste sorts that may be sometime hypothetical. A quantification of these waste sorts and a technical
description of each of them must be performed.

The inventory model process simplifies this variety by gathering waste package sorts in package types.
Technical characteristics of package types correspond to all existing and future waste packages. The relevant
characteristics are chosen to enable studies related to their disposal: heat dissipation, radiological content,
radiological containment...

At each step of these studies, the inventory model is adjusted to integrate new data on packages and to take into
account the issues that are identified for the disposal project. In 1996 a so-called Initial Inventory Model was
used to draw up the initial design of a disposal facility. It has been reviewed to derive a "Preliminary Inventory
Model" for a preliminary project of a disposal facility in 2000-2001. Finally a "Design Inventory model" will
support the studies till 2005; its final version will be included in the file to be issued by ANDRA in 2006 about
the feasibility of a deep geological disposal facility.

2- THE DEVELOPMENT OF THE WASTE PACKAGE INVENTORY

2.1. Waste package sorts

Two categories of waste are considered :

1. Already generated, conditioned and unconditioned waste.
2. Waste to be generated in existing facilities.

For studies, only conditioned waste is taken into account. That means that assumptions must be done on possible
conditioning and packaging modes for unconditioned or future waste. Therefore estimates for nature, number
and volume of packages rely on scenarios about energy production, spent fuel management, conditioning modes
and decommissioning.

The Preliminary Inventory Model is constructed without any consideration about a possible renewal of existing
facilities. The assumption of 40-year operating time is made for the 58 PWR power plants, with an annual mean
energy generation of 400 TWh and a reference total amount of fuel of 45,000 tons with an increasing burn up.



Different spent fuel management options (reprocessing and direct disposal), changes of characteristics of fuel or
of waste packages are considered.

60 different waste sorts are identified. A waste sort is a batch of homogeneous waste packages that are generated
in a same facility by a same process, with respect of the same quality and control rules.

2.1.1 Existing waste package sorts (already generated or to be generated with present processes)

First conditioning operations started in the sixties for waste generated by research in the Commissariat a
l'Energie Atomique facilities. For 40 years, there have been changes in these conditioning modes. For instance,
technological irradiating waste have been grouted in carbon steel 500 litres containers by a mix of bitumen and
cement, then in 1990 this mix was replaced by cement and finally, in 1994, it was decided to use stainless steel
containers. For that particular case three different waste package sorts are then identified.

The same identification process is performed for reprocessing waste from La Hague and Marcoule facilities.

Since 1960 there were also significant changes in quality assurance principles. The first product specification
giving explicit criteria for conformity was issued in 1986 for vitrified waste generated in La Hague facility. The
approach was then extended to all waste packages from that facility. Marcoule facility implemented in 1995 such
a quality process. It is now to be generalised to all facilities, including CEA facilities since 1999. Changes in
quality assurance are considered to distinguish waste package sorts.

30 waste package sorts can be identified through this detailed analysis for past or present productions.
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2.1.2 Assumptions about conditioning modes for existing unconditioned waste and future waste

Former nuclear facilities generated waste that is not totally conditioned at present. This waste is stored on sites.
Assumptions about their conditioning modes are relevant with known processes that are presently operated:
vitrification, bitumen encapsulation, cementation processes, or processes to be operated in a very next future
such as compaction.

Future waste results from PWR operation, from reprocessing plants, from research facilities, from
decommissioning. It includes possible evolutions as:

increase of burn up,
new materials for nuclear fuel cladding,
reprocessing of uranium-plutonium oxides (MOX) fuels,
increase of fission product content of vitrified waste,

Scenarios that are considered do not necessarily fit with an industrial reality. Their purpose is to provide
predictions of arisings that are relevant for disposal studies.

For direct disposal of spent fuel packaging in containers with 4 uranium oxide fuel assemblies or 1 mixed
uranium/plutonium oxide assembly is at present considered by Andra.

30 waste package sorts are identified for these categories of waste :
12 high level package sorts, including 5 sorts for spent fuel packages and 7 sorts for vitrified fission
products,



18 intermediate level long lived package sorts, including 4 sorts for decommissioning waste.

The proportions of existing conditioned waste, of unconditioned existing waste and of future waste are presented
hereafter to ilustrate these two typical scenarios :

the first scenario takes into account reprocessing of all spent fuel,
the second one assumes partial reprocessing of uranium oxide spent fuel (16,000 tons).
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Figure I proportions of packages for two typical scenarios

2.2 Data collecting methodology

Andra issued in 1997 a "knowledge specification" that indicates required data about waste package sorts. Waste
generators are responsible for establishing corresponding knowledge files. They collect and make a synthesis of
available information in order to get values, or at least an order of magnitude, of characteristics of waste
packages. Different versions of knowledge files may be established as data are collected.

Required data are about:
containers (geometry, mass, handling system, material...)
chemical content (including toxically chemical matters and complexing agents),
radiological content,
gas production,
dose rate, surface contamination,
initial containment performances...



To get a better understanding of long term waste package behaviour, conditioned waste is split up into different
physical and chemical sets. Each set has specific long term degradation mechanisms and specific release modes.
For instance, in a hulls and ends package activated metallic parts are distinguished from traces of fuel ceramic
that may remain in the package.

3- INVENTORY MODELS

Inventory models are developed by Andra to design disposal vaults and perform safety calculations. They are
derived from waste package inventories. Their purpose is :

to simplify the variety of waste package sorts by grouping them in a reduced number of waste "package
types", the properties of which are important for disposal studies,
to select relevant scenarios that determine the design and safety of a repository,
if necessary, to define additional assumptions for reworking conditioned waste,
to manage uncertainties about waste package number by means of margins.

The Initial Inventory Model was used to issue a first design of disposal vaults. It consisted of 7 package types
extracted from the most important waste package sorts:

2 package types for UOX spent fuel with 33 GWd/t burn up and MOX spent fuel with 45 GWd/t burn up,
1 package type for high level waste,
4 package types for intermediate level long lived waste.

The Preliminary Inventory Model (PIM) takes into account more detailed parameters of spent fuel - burn up,
cladding material - and of high level waste -thermal power-. Therefore, burn up of 33, 45 and 55 GWd/t are
considered for uranium oxide fuel (UOX), for MOX fuel the burn up is 45 GWd/t.

12 package types are considered in the PIM :

Package types for spent fuel

CU1
CU2

Package type for UOX et URE fuel (>33 GWd/t)
Package type for MOX fuel

Package types for high level waste

CO

Cl
C2

C3
C4

Vitrified fission product packages from experimental (CEA)
and former industrial (Marcoule) production
Present vitrified fission product packages
Vitrified fission product packages with an increased thermal
power (#25%)
Vitrified fission product packages for MOX fuel
Vitrified fission product packages including a higher
plutonium content

Package types for intermediate level long lived waste

Bl
B2
B3
B4
B5

Waste issued from operation of power plants
Bituminous waste
Cemented technological waste
Cemented hulls and ends
Compacted hulls and ends

The classification of these package types is derived from important characteristics identified during studies till
1999:

labile fraction of activity content,
release rate,
thermal power when the package is disposed,
package volume,
activity of important nuclides for safety after 1,000 years (1129, Tc99, Csl35...),



activity of high atomic number nuclides,
activity of low atomic number nuclides.

Grouping of waste sorts in package types is performed on the basis of these parameters, with separation levels
between package types. For instance, 3 classes were considered for release rate, with separation levels 10"5 and
10"3 per year.

Other important parameters are also considered for each package type, enabling studies of disposal specific
aspects : dose rate, organic content of packages...

Each package type is defined by a set of data including a quantitative inventory (see figure 2), radiological
content, thermal power, dose rate, chemical content...
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Figure 2 : volume proportions of waste package types for two typical scenarios



4- RADIOLOGICAL CONTENT OF PACKAGE TYPES

Nuclides with half life between 6 months and 5.1010 years are considered. That gives a list of 143 nuclides to
which Cm242 was added because of descendants.

The radiological content of spent fuel is estimated from calculations codes. The radioactivity is then distributed
in package types, taking into account its location in the different physical and chemical sets. Cross-checks are
performed with available data from knowledge files. This method gives consistent data between spent fuel and
waste.

Illustration is given on figure 3 for a component of the radiological content in case of intermediate level long
lived waste package types for the two typical scenarios previously considered .

Total reprocessing Partial reprocessing

8,3%
0,0%

Figure 3 .'distribution of the activity of the long lived fission and activation products contained
in intermediate level long lived package types for two typical scenarios

Figure 4 shows different components of the radiological content. Differences between total activities for both
scenarios are explained in particular by the extraction of uranium and plutonium in the total reprocessing
scenario, and also by the radioactive decay of short lived nuclides as spent fuel is considered three years after
unloading and vitrification of fission products is achieved after 8 years.
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Figure 4 : components of the radiological content

5- CONCLUSION

Andra implemented a method to obtain data about waste packages to be delivered by waste generators. This
method takes into account not only already conditioned waste but also existing waste to be conditioned and
future waste. Different assumptions are done about the evolution of nuclear fuel and of waste management.
Considering the changes in conditioning processes of waste or in quality assurance procedures, considering the
different assumptions for future waste, 60 waste package sorts are identified. They are described within
knowledge files issued by waste generators.

The resulting waste package inventory is simplified in an inventory model. Grouping of waste package sorts in
package types is done on the basis of relevant parameters that determine the design and safety of disposal vaults.
The Preliminary Inventory Model is used by Andra to design a preliminary project of a repository in 2000-2001.
It includes 12 package types, with a detailed description of their characteristics. Design and safety assessment of
an underground disposal facility are performed for these package type characteristics, that will be considered to
issue waste package acceptance criteria.


